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The American Gem Trade Association is a not-for-profit association of
United States and Canadian gemstone professionals dedicated to promoting
awareness and appreciation of natural colored gemstones and cultured Pearls.
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Founded in 1981, the AGTA has over 1,200 members representing leading
colored gemstone and cultured Pearl wholesalers, retailers, manufacturers,
designers, colored Diamond dealers, estate dealers and industry professionals.
AGTA Members are proud to uphold the highest ethical standards, agreeing
to the Association’s strict Code of Ethics and full disclosure of gemstone
enhancements.
Membership provides you with many exclusive benefits and services:
Members are eligible to exhibit at some of the most important annual events
in the gemstone and jewelry industry, including AGTA GemFair™ Tucson,
AGTA GemFair™ at the JCK Las Vegas Show, and AGTA Pavilions at the
JA New York Summer Show and The Smart Jewelry Show in Chicago.
Members are featured in the AGTA Source Directory, both the printed and
online versions. This is a powerful tool that gives access to a valuable network
of fellow gemstone professionals. Over 15,000 copies are distributed!
Members stay informed about the AGTA, hot topics surrounding our industry,
gemstone and jewelry fashion with the quarterly Prism & weekly ePrism.
Members have access to leading industry programs. These programs include
Bank of America Merchant Services, FedEx Express®, FedEx Declared Value,
FedEx Office, Association Health Programs and car rentals with Avis and Budget.
Members can also access our AGTA Online Community and gain valuable
knowledge from our AGTA GemFair™Tucson Seminar USBs and eLearning
Platform.
The professionalism of AGTA Members continues to set them apart from
the competition.
Prism: For further information or to advertise, please contact:
American Gem Trade Association
3030 LBJ Frwy., Ste. 840, Dallas, TX 75234
T: 800-972-1162
F: 214-742-7334
info@agta.org
www.agta.org
www.addmorecolortoyourlife.com

COVER: Annie Ilonzeh
Photographer - Andrew Macpherson. Production and Styling Tod Hallman. Hair - Marcia Hamilton for FR8ME. Makeup Nil Muir. Manicurist - Tracey Sutter for Ivy Eleven. Dress: Black
Halo Necklace: David Gross, David Gross Group - Platinum
necklace featuring unheated Mozambique Rubies accented with
Diamonds. Ring #1: Kathy Kinev, Jewel Creations, Inc. - Platinum
“St. Chapelle” ring featuring Rubies, Sapphires, tsavorite Garnets
and blue and white Diamonds. Ring #2: Heena Chheda Sha, Real
Gems, Inc. - 18K white gold “Bridget” ring featuring a 3.08 ct. oval
Ruby accented with round Rubies and Diamonds. Earrings: Caroline
Chartouni, Caroline C - 18K white gold earrings featuring red
Spinels accented with Diamonds.
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The AGTA moves AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas to
the Las Vegas Convention Center in 2019!
As Bob Dylan says, “the times they are a-changin.” Our
industry today is faced with myriad challenges, chief amongst
them is the cost of doing business. Cost of participation at a
trade show has become increasingly prohibitive and the ability
to generate revenue and new customers has encouraged the
AGTA Board of Directors to vigorously assess alternatives in a
marketplace. Months of careful assessment has resulted in one
of the most exciting opportunities for AGTA and our customers in years. In 2019, AGTA will bid adieu to the JCK Shows,
moving to the Las Vegas Convention Center to exhibit side by side with the Las Vegas
Antique Jewelry and Watch Show. To fully appreciate the factors that encouraged us to
make this move, it helps to take a glimpse back in time; a large part of what defines our
future is rooted in our past.
It was in the winter of 1981, in Tucson, Arizona, when a group of American
colored gemstone dealers, who were exhibiting at various venues around the city during
the February shows event, made the decision to form an association to represent the
interests of United States and Canadian colored gemstone and cultured Pearl dealers.
Those meetings were the genesis of the American Gem Trade Association.
Central to the thinking of this disparate group of traders was the consensus that
gemstone dealers needed to have a uniform and consolidated voice and an association to
represent them in the industry at large, much the same as those that existed to
represent the retail, manufacturing and precious metals sectors. A board of directors,
bylaws, a code of ethics, committees (and dues) followed, all the hallmarks of a trade
association, and the colored gemstone industry came of age.
These founding members also realized, and were motivated by, the need to have
their own trade show, both to provide a robust marketplace where dealers and buyers
could come together and to generate the income that would be needed to promote
their businesses, advocate on behalf of their interests, educate the industry and the consumer, and to establish and maintain standards to ensure the integrity of their products.
That same year, founding members Ray Zajicek and President Leon Ritzler signed an
agreement with the DoubleTree Hotel in Tucson to be home to the inaugural AGTA
GemFair™ Tucson in 1982. The rest, as they say, is history.
Since its inception, an irreducible element of AGTA’s mission has been to
provide opportunities to grow our members’ businesses. The association quickly
outgrew the facilities at the DoubleTree, and in 1991 we signed an agreement with the
City of Tucson to make the Tucson Convention Center our new home. Leaving the
familiarity and comfort of the DoubleTree was unsettling, but in our new home at the
Convention Center our show grew, thrived, and continues to this day to be the premier
colored gemstone and cultured Pearl marketplace in our industry.
In 1992, AGTA joined JCK in its brand new show, the JCK Las Vegas Show, at the
Sands Convention Center. What began as a modest group of seventy AGTA dealers on
the convention center’s main floor expanded to 225 dealers when we moved into the
new Venetian Grand Ballroom and continued with JCK’s move to the Mandalay Bay
Convention Center in 2010. We have enjoyed a very rewarding and profitable partnership with JCK, with the AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas growing to become consistently
one of the top three visited pavilions at the JCK Las Vegas Show.
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Our move to the Las Vegas Convention Center will be a milestone event for our
association. It will be a new and exciting experience for the thousands of buyers who
seek us out in Las Vegas each year. It will be a rewarding one for AGTA Members. It will
give us the ability to expand our show and accommodate the dozens of members who
have been waiting to exhibit with us for years but could not, due to space restrictions,
bringing an even more exciting variety of products for buyers to see. It will significantly
reduce the cost of exhibition for our exhibitors—savings that can be passed on to our
buyers. It will give our buyers a greater variety of gemstones and Pearls, in a state-ofthe-art venue.
And it partners us with the Las Vegas Antique Jewelry and Watch Show, a dynamic
group of nearly four hundred Estate and Antique dealers from around the world,
representing over twenty-five countries, all of whom share our commitment to
professionalism and an abiding passion for the unique qualities of our products.
We believe this to be an exciting development for AGTA and for our industry. We
are committed to making sure that you, as a buyer, have a fantastic experience with us.
We will make sure there is robust transportation to and from neighboring shows,
along with a variety of hotel accommodations and a host of unique and informative
specials events during the five-day show. This will be the can’t-miss event for 2019!
As always, we remain committed to our mission of making colored gemstones and
cultured Pearls an exciting and profitable part of your business.
On behalf of the AGTA Staff and Board of Directors, please accept our best wishes
for a successful and joyous holiday season!
Best,

Douglas K. Hucker
CEO
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a f f i l i at e m e m b e r p r o f i l e
v i c t o r v e lya n
Typically, when I’m buzzed
into a jeweler’s workshop or
dealer’s office, my first sight is
not an albino python slithering around a large tank. No
surprise—Victor isn’t typical.
The snake’s name is Jasmine,
and according to the bench
jeweler who sits 5 feet from
her, she’s a friend and not a
scare tactic for motivating
speedy production.
Just past Jasmine’s tank
hroughout 2017, I
is Velyan’s office. His space
have been covering
is decorated to nestle him
many of AGTA’s events amongst mementos (his
- from AGTA GemFair™ Tucson wallpaper is a
to AGTA GemFair™ Vegas,
photo collage
the AGTA Spectrum Awards™
of his travels),
Gala to the AGTA Spectrum
trophies (the
Awards™ press day. What is
bookcase opoverwhelmingly apparent
posite his desk
from my time attending AGTA holds AGTA
events is that the community of Spectrum
AGTA Members is what gives
Awards™
AGTA its unique flavor and di- trophies and
versity in the jewelry industry. photos of
I have begun partnering
hunting
with AGTA on a series of
trophies
Member profiles. It is my hope alike), and
that exploring the culture and
treasures (his
philosophies of the diverse
personal gemstone collection
AGTA Members will provide
is in a safe next to his desk).
new insight into the world of
The sound of his European
colored gemstones. While not
goldfinch chirping from its
all of my interview questions
bamboo cage on the wall
are hard-hitting,
punctuates our conversation.
I do tailor my line of
questioning to each AGTA
Member in the hope of a better
understanding of their personal connection to color, gemstones, and the global jewelry
community.
To kick off this traveling
Member profile series, I
visited designer Victor Velyan
in his Los Angeles studio.
Situated in one of the DTLA
jewelry district buildings
is Victor’s jungle retreatcum-jewelry workshop.

T

“Shopping AGTA
GemFair™ Tucson

I first met Victor at the
Couture Show in 2015. Seeing
Vic now in his natural environment gave me insight into
the visual texture that manifests in his jewelry.
Victor’s entrance into
the jewelry industry was the
coincidence of an unfulfilled
music career and a side gig
running errands for a jewelry
company. This job evolved
into an apprenticeship under
a tough-love Russian master
jeweler; sort of like the Karate
Kid and Mr. Miyagi, but with
gravers, saws and torches. Solder on, polish off.
When he created his
first piece of jewelry—a
classic platinum 3-stone
mounting with a Ruby
at the center—Velyan’s
teacher cried. This traditional apprenticeship
experience shaped how
Victor approaches jewelry and manufacturing;
traditional hand fabrication techniques are all he
allows in his shop.
In 1995, Victor opened
his own workshop and began
creating jewelry for other
designers. By 2000, he had
begun manufacturing his own
designs.

supports the future
generations in the
gemstone and
jewelry industry.”
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Below: Victor’s albino
python, Jasmine.

A spessartite garnet, a sketch in process and Victor Velyan celebrating
the AGTA motto: Add More Color To Your Life

“I’m not afraid of vivid!”
Victor Velyan

A parcel of Paraiba tourmaline from Victor’s personal stash.

Above: 24K gold and 18K white gold crocodile texture cuff featuring
cabochon Tanzanites accented with Diamonds
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When I asked
him how he developed his signature style, Velyan
declared that he
always had it, but
the mental preparation of creating
jewelry for market
took about a year;
he feared how the
industry would
react to his creations. This moment of hesitance
in Vic’s story is a
refreshing insight
into a younger man
whose name wasn’t
Victor captivated.
yet synonymous with opulent
Asking Victor, “What does
colored gemstone jewelry.
AGTA means to you?” was an
The topic of “inspiration”
even more loaded question
received an “oh this again”
than I imagined. I know that
reaction. I don’t blame him;
Victor is an AGTA Member;
I loathe being asked this
I know he shops AGTA Gemquestion about my own work.
Fair™ as a
After a
designer; I
quick anecknow that
dote about
he has won
his answer
multilast time
pleSpeca reporter
trum
asked him
awards for
this quesVictor Velyan
pieces he
tion, I rehas detooled and
signed and
asked about creative process
pieces he has helped fabricate;
instead.
and I know he was one of the
Even with a shop of skilled
judges of the 2016 Summer
model makers, jewelers, and a
AGTA Spectrum Awards™.
team of setters, Victor still sits
Even with all this knowlat the jeweler’s bench to work
edge of his affiliation with
out his ideas. He went on to say
AGTA, I was surprised when
that beauty is what motivates
he responded to “Why shop
his designs. “I look at a woman
AGTA?” by
and go—my god!—she needs
expressthese earrings!” His brain then
ing that
becomes possessed to design.
shopping
Victor puts it simply, “I love
AGTA
beautiful people.” This love of
for him is
beauty is also what keeps him
to support
in LA. Victor was born and
the future
raised in Los Angeles. He views
generathe city as a mecca for designtions in
ers, and after living in Africa
the gemstone
and traveling the world, it’s LA’s
and jewelry
stylish population that keeps

“If you are gonna be

part of a gang, AGTA is
a good one [to join].”
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Above Left:
Custom earring
mountings made
and numbered for
each gemstone
Above Right:
Peruvian Opal and
Diamond earrings
seen at a press
preview to celebrate
Victor Velyan’s
launch with Bergdorf Goodman

industry. He continued that
the trust and cooperation
between dealers and designers
that has been facilitated by
AGTA is what makes choosing to shop at AGTA simple.
For Victor, the community,
trust, and cooperation that
AGTA has nurtured in its
36 years is what will sustain
AGTA for the next 100 years.
Simply put, “If you are gonna
be a part of a gang, AGTA is a
good one [to join]”.
Hannah Becker
About the Author:
Hannah Becker
is known for her
gemstone artwork.
She has worked
with AGTA to
promote GemFair
and Spectrum
on social media. Currently, she is
working as AGTA’s traveling correspondent, writing member profiles.
You can find her on social media @
Diamondoodles!

Below Top: Victor’s bench jeweler holding
a wax for a ring as he explains custom fitting
each gemstone into its setting.
Below Bottom: 24K and 18K yellow gold
ring featuring a freeform fire Opal accented
with Diamonds.
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I

n 1967, blue-violet crystals of the minespecies, zoisite, were discovered south of 		
Mount Kilimanjaro in northeast Tanzania.
The host rocks of the discovery, which are
orders of magnitude older than Africa’s 		
highest mountain, form part of the Lelatema
Mountains which are located very near the
town of Merelani. In 1968, Henry Platt of
Tiffany & Co. christened the new and
remarkably beautiful zoisite gem, Tanzanite, to
honor its single-source discovery in Tanzania.
The 50th anniversary of its discovery is marked
in 2017 and is the most notable and exciting
event of the gemstone industry of the 20th
Century.

The most striking feature of Tanzanite is its
color. Or colors. It is a pleochroic gemstone.
More specifically, a trichroic gemstone simply
means that it naturally displays a different color
in each direction, or on each axis. The fine
crystals display intense, well-saturated and deep
colors. The color-causing element (or chromophore) of Tanzanite is vanadium. Think of it the
same as the element chromium giving Rubies
their red color. The vanadium is responsible for
the blue-violet color in Tanzanite. If any geological history needs to be mentioned, it is this
because the rare availability of the vanadium
during Tanzanite’s formation is what ultimately
is responsible for what makes this gemstone so

What makes this gemstone even more interesting and unique, and sets this beautiful stone
apart from all others, is its remarkable rarity.
Crucial in understanding its rarity is that this
stone is the only one (or, one of the few) that
evolved from a collector’s stone, only available
to a few, to a commercially available stone. But
this is only for a limited time: our generation.
Tanzanite is found and mined in only one place
on earth: a 7 km2 area that outcrops near the
town of Merelani in northeast Tanzania.
It is found in only one place on earth because of a very complex and unique set of geological conditions that came together during
the breakup of the supercontinent, Gondwana,
between 1.5 and 2.5 billion years ago. My
intention is to not get too technical, but the
geological origins are so interesting, and for me,
the start of the story that I want to share, creating excitement for current and future owners
and highlighting the fact that this gemstone is
only available for a single generation: our generation.

beautiful, desirable, and popular.
The vanadium is a trace element that came
from the organic (tree and plant) material that
was deposited with eroded silica-rich sands
and calcium-rich (shell and ocean-life) material in a deltaic/shallow sea environment over
millions of years during the gradual break up
of Gondwana. This accumulation of layers was
subsequently buried and metamorphosed at
high temperatures and pressures. The organic
material became graphite, the silica-rich sands
became the schist and gneiss, and the calcium-rich material became dolomite (an impure
marble). All these rocks are seen in the deposit.
At 500 million years, a geological event resulted
in the crystallization of Tanzanite. Erosion on
the surface on the earth and the natural upliftment of continental crust (in respect to the
denser and heavier oceanic crust) brought this
deposit to the earth’s surface where Tanzanite
was found for the first time in 1967.
The transition from a collector’s stone to being commercially available started in earnest in

Far Left:
Orthorhombic crystal
termination seen on the
blue axis of a Tanzanite
crystal.
Above: View of Mount
Kilimanjaro from Block
C overlooking Block D.
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A: Tanzanite crystal in a
pocket in Bravo Shaft.
B: Pocket containing
Tanzanite in Bravo Shaft.
C: Self-portrait taken
August 2005 from the
largest pocket of
Tanzanite I have seen
in the deposit!
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the late 1990s when the Tanzanian government started adequately regulating the deposit by subdividing
the 7-kilometer section into Blocks A, B, C, D, and
D-Extension, respectively, and granting mining licenses to companies and individuals at different levels of
investment ability. Block C, the largest 2 km2 of the 7
km2, was awarded to African Gem Resources Limited
(Afgem), a private South African company, after winning the tender in 1998. Only in the early 2000s did
the company start investing heavily in geology and
mining as production was decreasing and becoming
more haphazard after an
A.
initial and significant bulk
sample that
raised millions
of dollars for
Afgem.
The investment in
geology and
mining resulted in a better
understanding
of the deposit’s
geology and
the Tanzanite-bearing
structures,
and in turn
increased the
company’s
production.
The increased
production
resulted in
increased revenues that were
put back into
the mining.
More shafts
were sunk,
more mining
faces were
created, and
from a geological point
of view, more
geology was
exposed on
the sidewalls.
With all this
work, a geological model
was created,
as well as an
understanding that was never in place before. Another
result was production areas could now be proactively
planned as opposed to a history of reactive mining.
Essentially, we were able to get the mining into the
right places. As a result, from 2005–6, production from
the company improved to more consistent commercial volumes. It must be noted that at no point can a
geologist predict the gemstone; we are always predicting the geology in which the gems are formed. From

B.

C.

mid-2000, the consistent production from the mine was a
result of having the mining faces in the right areas. If one
face was not producing, another one was.
In late 2004, Afgem become a publically traded company, TanzaniteOne Mining Limited (TanzaniteOne), and
listed on the London Alternative Market (AIM).
Large-scale mining operations generate not only more
production volume, but also more volumes of all grades,
more consistently. As a result, a master grading set was
created. For the first time, rough Tanzanite could be
parceled for size, colour and quality to its sightholders. By
definition, this system of product presentation for rough
sales could only work with regular and good volumes of
production from the mine. This was a direct result of the
size of the deposit being professionally mined, with regular production and future exploration.
Afgem initially, but then TanzaniteOne, took a collector’s gemstone to one that became commercially available around the world. But the story does not end there.
Because it is commercially available does not mean that
Tanzanite is any less rare than it originally was. It just became accessible
to everyone;
D.
but only for a
limited time:
our lifetime.
Found for the
first time in
1967, it can be
estimated that
the gemstone
will no longer
be accessible,
particularly
commercially,
within a single
generation of
its discovery.
The most
common
understanding
of this is that
the deposit gets
physically exhausted (mined out), but the actual concept is
that the costs to mine become too high versus the income
from sales (i.e., the gemstones are still in the ground but
are physically too deep to mine–too expensive). This
factor highlights its generational rarity, which the current
market and value of Tanzanite do not indicate. The market
and consumers think that because there are high volumes
of Tanzanite available at the moment this will continue;
but this not the case.
The current prices of Tanzanite, particularly at the
wholesale level, are actually too low; too low for how
rare the gemstone is, and too low for future mining. The
amount of Tanzanite on the market currently should
be seen as a bubble and temporary; it will not continue. There has been a lot of recent supply due to many
miners being in the right areas and producing, with this
product subsequently making it to the wholesale market.
This is the reason for the low wholesale prices, but with
the mines getting deeper, and the natural pocket effect of
Tanzanite, this will not continue. The reality is that the
deeper the mines get, the more expensive it will be to
mine. For future years of supply, the wholesale prices need
to increase.

D: Tanzanite crystal in
Main Shaft.
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About the Author:
I am geologist by
profession having
completed my BSc
Degree in Geology
at the University of
Cape Town (UCT),
South Africa, in
2002, and completed
my post-graduate
Honors Degree at
the University of
Stellenbosch, South
Africa, in 2004. My
first colored gemstone
industry opportunity
was in Tanzania in
2003, which has become my specialization
and career. I have over
13 years of colored
gemstone geology and
mining experience in
East Africa working specifically with
Tanzanite,Tsavorite,
Zambian Emerald. In
2016, I graduated as a
Graduate Gemologist
(GG) from the GIA in
Carlsbad, USA.Today,
I am based in Los
Angeles, and have my
own business offering
consulting, training
and gemstone sourcing.
www.gessnergems.com
Above Right: Trichric
pleochroism of Tanzanite
under incandescent
light.
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Single generation is a phase coupled with
Tanzanite since its marketing in the 2000s, and
this itself, evokes its own romance, beauty and
rarity. Trying to tie the availability to a number
of years should not be the discussion point, and
according to me, less importance and significance should be given to it. The history of the
talk of only available for another 10 years, or
15 years ties in to large-scale public mining at
companies attempting to quantify its resource
for value purposes and investment, which the
previous owners in the 2000s took to the market to create desire and indicate its rarity. There
are too many factors that affect a number like
this, so it should only be seen as guide and less
importance should be given to it. No one asks
how many years are left of the Colombian
emerald deposit, or the Burmese Ruby deposit.
It cannot be defined, so why should the
Tanzania Tanzanite deposit be defined? The
famous Brazilian Paraiba Tourmaline and
Russian Demantoid Garnet deposits are now

jected to. The natural heating has removed the
original red/yellow/green on the “brown” axis
to colorless, and so the (second) violet color
is seen. Technically, this has been achieved by
an intervalance charge transfer during heating of Ti3+ to Ti4+, which is colorless. [As all
chemical equations require balance, the second
change is a slightly stronger blue-violet (so the
V4+ to V3+). The colour change due to heating
is a stable change. As this heating takes place
naturally, it is impossible to distinguish between post-extraction (or by man). The result
of this means that there are only two realities
to label a tanzanite gemstone: no heat or no
heat treatment by man. The first is that the
gemstone in question displays its blue, violet,
and brown trichroism, and the second condition is that a strict and traceable provenance of
no heating by man exists of a blue, violet, and
violet trichroism gemstone directly from the
earth, through the trade to the wholesaler/retailer. This second condition may be a potential

mined out, and very little or no material is
available anymore; nothing significant in recent
years anyway. Old stock or old mined material
that do become available command extremely
high prices today. We can only look back and
say that we should have bought then. This will
be the same for Tanzanite. Buy now, as the prices are low–for the moment.
All gemologists know that Tanzanite is
trichroic. It is also part of the orthorhombic
crystal system. As Tanzanite extracted from the
earth is often in its perfect rectangular crystal
shape, it is easy to see its trichroism (meaning
you can see a color on each axis, or side of the
gemstone). These natural rough crystals can
show either a 3-colour trichoism combination of blue, violet, and brown (combination
of red/yellow/green) or a 3-colour trichroism
combination of blue, violet, and violet (so two
violet axes, or sides), respectively. The reason for
the two combinations of trichroism is due to
natural (in the ground) heating that a percentage of the natural crystals were locally sub-

option but is strictly tied to a person’s honesty,
because it is scientifically impossible to prove.
Another wonderful and valuable characteristic of Tanzanite is that there is only natural
Tanzanite in existence. Man cannot create
Tanzanite due to its unique formation in the
earth and its chemistry. Imitations, by definition any material that looks like a natural gem
and is used in its place, do exist but any trained
gemologist would be able to confirm whether
it’s natural or not with a few simple gemological tests.
Tanzanite is a rare gemstone with both a
remarkably unique geological history and a
success story in the jewelry market and in our
homes; a story of rarity that needs to be shared;
a story that is hidden within each piece of
Tanzanite worn by its owners.
By Robert Gessner BSc GG,Gessner Gems
Article adapted from its original as it appeared in the
GemGuide, Gem Market News, November/December,
Volume 36, Issue 6 published by Gemworld International.
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tom sc h ne i de r – th omas m . sc h ne i de r

W

ill you share about
yourself—where you
		
grew up and your
		
family today?
I was born in 1956, and raised
in Poway, CA. My parents, Bill
and Nancy Schneider, opened
Schneider’s Rocks & Minerals in Poway in 1960. I am the
second of four children, and the
only boy. Growing up in Poway,
aptly named the City in the
Country, I enjoyed helping my
Grandpa at his dairy, dirt bike
riding with friends, and fishing
whenever I could. I stayed in
lovely San Diego, and was in
the restaurant business, before
I started in the gem business in
1978. My family today includes
my wife Erika, also a native San
Diegan, and my daughter Alexia.
My three sisters and their
families still live in San Diego
as well. My favorite hobbies
these days are off-road racing in
Mexico, deep sea fishing, and
traveling whenever I can.
Tell us the fascinating story of how
you got your start in the colored
gemstone business.
In 1978, I decided I wanted to
start my own business selling
gemstones to the local jewelers
in San Diego. I spoke to one of
my father’s vendors, Arnoldo
Barros, from A to Z Traders,
at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show, and discussed my
plans. He invit-ed me to New
York City to help me learn
the wholesale gem trade. After
a month at his office on 47th
Street, he sent me back to San
16

Diego with a suitcase full of
rough and cut gemstones.
I spent the next four years
traveling around the country,
doing gem shows, trying to establish new clients, and building
my inventory. Back at home I
got involved with the irradiation
and heat treatment of blue
Topaz. The LINAC reactor
was in San Diego, so I was able
to treat thousands of carats
a month. I was also sending
a substantial amount of gem
rough to Bangkok to be cut for
my faceted inventory. In 1982,
I opened my first showroom in
Downtown San Diego’s Gaslamp District, selling rough and
faceted gemstones. In the 1980s
and 1990s, Bangkok, Thailand
was the “gemstone capital” of
the world. I spent a lot of time
traveling there, as well as to
Chanthaburi, buying and selling
gemstones.You always want
to be as close to the source as
possible, so in the 1990s I started
going to East Africa, Madagascar, Brazil, Myanmar, and Sri
Lanka to buy
stones and create
new contacts.
I’ve met a lot
of wonderful
people on my
travels around
the world, and
am blessed to
still have them
as friends today.
I’m proud to
say our office is
celebrating its
35th anniversary
this year.
Tell us more about your parents’
influence, the person who introduced
you to the jewelry industry, and
about your love for colored gemstones.
My parents both had a real
passion for gems and minerals,
which they passed to me. Our
rock shop was on the same
piece of land in Poway as our
family home, so I spent a lot
of time behind the counter of
Schneider’s Rocks and Minerals.

On weekends our family went
to gem shows, to sell gemstones,
minerals, and tools. I very much
grew up in this industry, and
was exposed to all the beautiful
things this industry has to offer
from a young age. I started my
own “collection” at 8 years old
with my parents’ guidance and
encouragement. They instilled
in me a love for, and appreciation of, the beauty and rarity of
gemstones and minerals that has
lasted for decades.
Who were your early mentors in
the colored gemstone trade?
See above, Bill and Nancy
Schneider.

Above: Thomas and
Erika Schneider at the
Ngorongoro Crater,
Tanzania.
Below: 4.80 ct.
Afghani Tourmaline
Photos by Robert Weldon

Who were your early mentors
in life?
My early mentors in life were
my parents and grandparents.
They instilled a tremendous
work ethic in me from a young
age. They also set good examples
of how to start and run your
own business successfully.
What is your favorite colored
gemstone? Favorite
rough material?
My favorite gemstone is Sapphire.
It comes in so
many colors from
so many localities.
It is definitely one
of the best sellers
at our store, from
melee to special
single stones of
all colors. This
year Montana
Sapphire has been
in very high demand; the unique
blue and blue green colors of
that region are very popular.
My favorite rough material
is Tourmaline, for the same reasons. Its many hues and localities have always attracted my
interest, and been a very popular
seller to faceters worldwide.
What attracted you to AGTA?
I joined AGTA, many years ago,
because I liked the idea of an
organization that really promoted colored gemstones. It safe-
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guards its members with a code
of ethics that is strictly adhered
to. It is filled with reputable
businesses that are invaluable
resources in the industry to both
buy from and sell to.You always
feel safer when doing business
with an AGTA Member. If all
vendors worldwide did business
this way, it would be a lot easier
to be successful in this trade.
During your involvement in the
colored gemstone industry, what
ways have you witnessed the
industry changing? Also, how
are you guiding your firm to meet
today’s challenges?
During my involvement in the
industry, I have witnessed a
definite change in the standard
of acceptable cutting of gemstones. Thirty years ago, step cut
melee was acceptable, and in
today’s market, melee has to be
diamond cut. The end consumer is definitely more educated
on colored stones than they
were years ago. Our company
has strived to constantly keep
up with the demand for clean,
well-cut, quality gemstones. We
cut a lot of our stones from our
rough inventory, as well as hand
selecting stones from all over
the world. Social media and the
internet have become the new
forums for selling rough and
cut gemstones. When I started
this business, it was definitely
a different industry. Most sales
were person to person at gem
shows, or in the showroom. My
company is striving to adapt
and preform in the changing
technological marketplace.
Please share your thoughts on
social responsibility in the colored
gemstone industry.
Disclosure is a major social
responsibility in the industry.
AGTA really sets a standard for
its members in this arena. I am
constantly trying to educate
myself further on new gemstone localities and treatments.
My colleagues and myself are
expected to be the ones “in the
know” for all new finds, what
is popular, and new treatments
that are occurring all the time. I
expect myself and my office to
continue to educate the jewelers, and our colleagues if they
have questions themselves or for
their clients.
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Tell us about Thomas M. Schneider
today.Who we are likely to speak
with when we call?
Thomas M. Schneider today
is a full-service colored gemstone supplier to the trade. I am
very proud of the depth of our
inventory which has adapted
over the years to serve the San
Diego jewelry industry where
I got my beginning. Through
my worldwide travels and solid
relationships, I am also very
successful with our natural and
unheated Sapphire inventory,
it is definitely one our best
sellers. Our inventory includes
diamond cut melee specializing
in Sapphire, Ruby, and Emerald. Each melee order is hand
selected by my staff. We have
an extensive inventory of single
stones in all varieties and sizes, as
well as calibrated precious and
semi-precious stones. Thanks to
AGTA, we have been available
to service many other jewelers
in the USA. When you call our
office you are most likely to
talk to me or my wife Erika. We
have been running the business
together for the past twelve
years. My sales associates, Lydia
Pringle and Adam Pearl, are always available to help with your
jewelry needs.
What has your Membership with
AGTA meant for/to you?
AGTA membership has been an
important part of
my business’ growth
over the years. It is
an excellent avenue
for new clients to
find my business,
and a source for me
to find new vendors
as well. It really sets
the bar for gemstone
associations around
the world. It was also
very special to be
awarded the Cutting
Edge award in 2010.
I am a proud member of AGTA; please
keep up all the good
work.
Whom have you
admired in the colored
gemstone industry?
I have admired many
people in this industry over the years.

Buzz Gray and Bernandine
Johnston stand out as two of the
major people that have made a
big impression on me since my
start. They have always mined,
sourced, and faceted gemstones
that are mu-seum quality, and
are truly phenomenal to view.
I very much admire their long
careers in this industry.
What colored gemstone cutters do
you admire?
There are too many to list here;
the art of gemstone cutting and
carving has been taken to a new
level over my three decades in
the trade. Each carver and faceter has their own unique style
and spin. It’s truly wonderful to
be able to see, appreciate, and
sell so many different styles of
gemstones. The cutting seen by
AGTA Members continues to
get better every year.

Below: 24.80 ct.
Afghani Tourmaline.
Photo by Robert
Weldon.

You are a citizen of the world.
What is your favorite city?
I have been truly lucky to be
successful in this business with
loyal clients and vendors worldwide. My travels have taken me
all over the globe; I have had so
many good expe-riences, and
have made good friends in many
countries. Some of my favorite
cities are Hong Kong, Krabi, San
Felipe, Cabo San Lucas, Prague,
Negril, Arenal, and, of course,
San Diego is nice, too.
What is your favorite
off-the-beaten-path
destination?
My favorite off-thebeaten-path destination is my beach
house on the Sea
of Cortez, in Baja
California. I have
traveled to Mexico
all of my life; it is my
favorite place to get
off the grid. Driving
my Bronco in the
desert, swimming in
the ocean, and having
fresh grilled shrimp
and a cold Pacifico for
dinner are a few of my
favorite things to do
down there.
By David M. Baker,
GG, AGTA
Membership &
Education Manager
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AGTA Spectrum Awards

™

Editor’s Day
T

he AGTA
Spectrum 		
Awards™ Editor’s Day
was one of the first
events I attended as a
professional blogger. I
had just resigned from
my day job the previous month and I was eager to spread my wings.
I took a small elevator to the top of a
building, walked down a narrow hallway, and
suddenly emerged into a sun-soaked Manhattan penthouse filled to bursting with table
after table of the best jewels I’d ever seen. The
moment was transcendent; a living metaphor
for my new life.
I stayed there all day, admiring the buffet of
gems until AGTA had to (very politely) kick
me out. I haven’t missed an AGTA Spectrum
Awards™ Editor’s Day since.
At this year’s AGTA Spectrum Awards™ Editor’s Day, I fell in love over and over again. So
many designs stick in my mind, but a few stand
out above the others. The winners – carefully
chosen by a panel of experts – are always impressive, but they’re not necessarily the pieces
that touch my soul.
I swooned over a regal bracelet by Randy
Coffin with a design that centered on a staggering tricolored Topaz. Wearing that bracelet
made me feel like I had a sunset clasped around
my wrist. Its vivid color scheme called to mind
another piece that had struck me, an intricate,
20

Above: 18K white
and 20K rose gold
“Temptress” bracelet
featuring a 18.21 ct.
tricolored Topaz
accented with
multicolored Sapphires
(4.62 ctw.) and
Diamonds (1.31 ctw.)
from Randy Coffin for
Somewhere in the
Rainbow.

basketlike pendant
by Erica Courtney.
There’s something so
empowering about
wearing colors that
feel like glowing embers.
At the cooler end
of the color spectrum was an unforgettable
Azurmalachite pendant by Nicolette Fine
Jewels. This piece does some very cool tricks:
not only is it double-sided and of impressive
proportions, it manages to feel simple without
being plain and remains luxe while also making
me desperate to wear it with a white t-shirt
and jeans. Daytime appropriate luxury isn’t easy,
especially at this scale.
I couldn’t resist trying on a Wendy Brandes
tiara with a pair of golden snakes holding a
Pearl. The sleek, sinuous serpents with their
naughty Ruby eyes and the lusciously lumpy
Pearl were a satisfying contrast to the rigid refinement and sometimes excessive sweetness of
traditional tiaras (I would have worn it all day,
but nobody likes a tiara hog).
I’ll just mention one more piece, since it
perfectly exemplifies why I love the AGTA
Spectrum Awards™: an Opal ring by Llynn
Strong. It’s compelling in its unlikeliness,
substantial where so many Opal designs are
ethereal. I recognized the designer’s name
because a submission of hers from an earlier
year’s competition made an impression on me:
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Top Left: 18K
yellow gold
“Victoria” pendant
featuring a 114.56
ct. colorless Topaz
accented with
Spinels (6.33 ctw.),
rubellite Tourmalines
(4.70 ctw.), Mandarin Garnets (6.38
ctw.) and Diamonds
(1.83 ctw.) on an
18K yellow gold
chain accented with
Diamonds from Erica
Courtney, Inc.
Top Right: 18K
white and yellow
gold double-sided
pendant featuring a
180.92 ct. Azurmalachite accented with
blue Sapphires
(6.15 ctw.), tsavorite
Garnets (.26 ctw.)
and Diamonds (
1.38 ctw.) from
Nicolette Fine
Jewels.
Below Left: 18K
yellow gold ring
featuring a 7.78 ct.
freeform bouder
Opal accented with
tsavorite Garnets
(.40 ctw.), blue
Sapphires (.35 ctw.),
Rubies (.23 ctw.)
and black
Diamonds (.10 ctw.)
from llyn strong fine
art jewelry.
Below Right: 18k
yellow and rose
gold tiara featuring a
South Sea barogue
Pearl accented with
Rubies (0.09 ctm.)
and Diamonds from
Wendy Brandes
Jewelry.
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a sculptural insect brooch, also featuring Opal.
I could go on and on, raving about one piece
at a time, but I’ll just say this: this year’s AGTA
Spectrum Awards™ was just like any other
Spectrum...by which I mean that I had my
world rocked and my perception shifted by one
masterpiece after another until my brain could
hardly absorb any more. I went home with a
camera roll full of treasures and a list of newly
discovered brands and designers I wanted to
learn more about.
The AGTA Spectrum Awards™ is a reason
to chase dreams: in challenging designers and
lapidaries to put forth their best, the competition
offers artists a purpose higher than just commerce.
As an editor, it humbles me to realize the infinite
number of ways that a talented designer or skilled

lapidary can transform the Earth’s gifts into innovative works of wearable art.
By Becky Stone of Diamonds in the Library
About the Author:
Becky Stone is a freelance writer,
social media expert, and the founder of the popular blog, Diamonds
in the Library. A career writer
and editor who revamped her life
to become a professional jewelry
lover, Becky is on a never-ending
quest to discover the world’s most
noteworthy jewelry designs – old and new, fine and
otherwise – and share them with the people who will love
to love them.

HOPKINS OPAL
EXCEPTIONAL AUSTRALIAN OPAL

LIGHTNING RIDGE BLACK OPAL
CRYSTAL OPAL • BOULDER OPAL
AGTA GEMFAIR TUCSON BOOTH # 1506

AGTA
member
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tel: 401-322-1253 hopkinsopal gmail.com
www.hopkinsopal.com
hopkinsopal

TRAPPED BY INDUSTRY
REGULATIONS & COMPLIANCE?

WE’LL HELP YOU BREAK THROUGH.
Non-compliance with regulations can catch a company
completely off guard. Being reactive is costly – both
financially and to your reputation. JVC membership
allows you to be proactive. Our staff attorneys are experts
in jewelry industry regulations and compliance and are
ready to assist you or your internal legal staff at any time.

BECOME A MEMBER OF JVC.
To join, call 212.997.2002 or visit jvclegal.org
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Never too late to start thinking about 2018.
Get your entries ready for Summer submissions!
deadline coming soon.
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TOP TIPS FOR
AT THE AGTA
“Make a
shopping list,
make a game
plan, make a
budget and
review all of
them each
night so you
know what
you have to
achieve the
next day.”
Catherine Fitzgibbon,
Coffin & Trout Fine
Jewellers.
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When the busy holiday season comes to a close,
there is little time to take a deep breath and
begin planning for the next year. But with
the trade show season looming, kicking off
with the ever-popular AGTA GemFair™
Tucson, what is the best way to prepare for the
show? We asked a group of seasoned buyers for
their advice on how to make the most of your
AGTA GemFair™ experience, and here are
their top tips to get you ready to shop!
Plan ahead and be prepared: The most important thing you can do to prepare for your
trade show experience is to plan ahead. Make
your travel plans first! Hotels sell out quickly
and airfares go up as you get closer to departure; with these plans confirmed you can move
on to the next step.
“Make a shopping list, make a game plan,
make a budget and review all of them each
night so you know what you have to achieve
the next day,” offered Catherine Fitzgibbon of
Coffin & Trout Fine Jewellers.
Whether you’re searching for accent gems,
new showcases for your store, or that extra special
gemstone for a particular client, know what you
have to accomplish at the show. Designer Susan
Wheeler Geraghty of Susan Wheeler Designs
notes, “I split the show up into the three categories: intentional shopping, exploratory shopping,
and virtual personal shopping. I come to Tucson
with a list of what I need for pieces that I am
currently working on, I virtual shop with clients,
and I also come to explore—to see what’s new.”
With list in hand, and budget confirmed, contact your

vendors ahead of time to schedule set appointments so you both know what your needs are
so they can be handled efficiently.
Take care of yourself at the show: While shopping the AGTA GemFair™ is fun, it’s a lot of
hard work, so make sure you are ready for the
long days. Wear business casual clothes and
comfortable shoes. Bring a tote bag with your
supplies – loupe, business cards, pen, tablet,
water bottle, snack, even an extra pair of shoes
to slip on for dinner. Take the occasional break,
grab lunch from the AGTA Food Truck Café
and enjoy the beautiful Tucson weather. Be
confident, friendly, and smile!
Venture out and explore: While you may have
your favorite vendors to visit, one of the most
exciting parts of shopping AGTA GemFair™ is
discovering new vendors and unexpected treasures. “I am always looking for new vendors,”
says Jeff Wickersham of Wickersham Jewelers.
“This is an opportunity for our company to
see what else is out there. AGTA provides a
great show with assurance that each vendor is
ethical.”
While some buyers start with their set list on the
first day, others like to start their GemFair experience exploring the aisles for something different. “We usually have a list of items that we need
to find, but on Day 1 of the show, we are on the
hunt for the unique and beautiful gems that inspire
creative designs. Coffin & Trout loves to work with
one-of-a-kind colored gems, so it is very important
that we do a quick look around the entire show to
find these unique gemstones, then we can work on
the shopping list,” shared Fitzgibbon.

R SHOPPING
™
A GEMFAIR
Learn something new: One of the most unique
aspects of the AGTA GemFair™ Tucson is the
educational opportunities. With over thirty
seminars to choose from, on topics ranging
from gemological treatments to social marketing techniques, you can learn from the best and
then take that knowledge back to your store
and employees.You can even attend bench
demonstrations featuring the latest techniques
in manufacturing technology.
One of the greatest learning resources is
your vendor. “Any information that I can use
to tell the whole story of the jewelry helps me
to sell the jewelry,” shared Geraghty. “I pass
the stories of the gems on to sales staff at my
retail stores and I use the stories for direct sales
myself. The story telling helps me immensely in sales. I have used pictures of gems being
cut under microscopes supplied to me by my
vendors, and described where Fair Trade gems
come from and what the mining communities
look like. I count on my vendors to give me
their first-hand information about mining and
manufacturing since I can’t and don’t travel the
world sourcing my gems. “
Follow-up: A successful trade show experience
includes follow-up. Edward Petersen,Vice President of Product Development and Production at
KWIAT offered this advice, “Generally,
I come to the AGTA GemFair™ in
Tucson prepared to visit all
of my suppliers. We discuss
what worked and didn’t work
the previous year. This is no

surprise, as we keep in constant touch throughout the year. They show me anything new they
might have, and suggest ways we can grow together. Occasionally I am surprised by uncovering something new, innovative, and it proves that
we build our businesses together.”
Make notes in your AGTA GemFair™
Tucson Show Directory next to the vendor’s
name, then transfer those notes into your vendor
files. Keep your business cards and receipts
together. Take photos of your purchases to keep
in the vendor’s file. And if you don’t remember
what the vendor had at the show, check out the
AGTA Source Directory anytime during the
year for up-to-date inventory information. Continuing relationships with your vendors throughout the year helps keep you prepared for the
busy seasons, and gives you excellent lead time
when it’s time to plan your new inventory.
The most important tip: Enjoy! AGTA GemFair™ Tucson is a rare and unique experience.
This quote sums it up: “My favorite part of
AGTA GemFair™ is split between gem hunting
with my designers and finding treasures that are
all mine!” said Elizabeth Bonnano, President
of The EAB Project. ” The best is when I see
something mind-blowing, but I can’t get to it
because a client calls or it’s time for lunch. I literally spend that night unable to sleep, hoping
it will be there waiting for me in the morning.
I love that part! It’s magical and torturous! And
then you find out that it’s even more amazing
up close! And when your designer holds it in
their hand and instantly sees what it could be
– just wow! Some of the most beautiful pieces
I’ve seen designed started on a whim and
became a masterpiece.” By Kami S. Swinney

“This is an
opportunity
for our
company to
see what else
is out there.
AGTA
provides a
great show
with assurance
that each
vendor is
ethical.”
Jeff Wickersham.
Wickersham Jewelry
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BE SAFE.
BE PREPARED.
We got the scoop on safety from two of the best in the
business: Arthur Mattor, Sergeant, NYPD Retired,
and Skip Woodward,Tucson PD Retired and Head of
AGTA Security. Here’s what they have to say about
being safe and prepared when you go to a trade show:

Trust your
instincts.
They are
almost
always right.
Don’t hesitate
to contact a
police officer;
that’s what
they are
there for.

1. Be aware of your surroundings and who is
around you, especially once you leave the show
site. It’s safest to leave as a group—not alone.
Have your phone close if needed, but try to stay
off of it until you’re in a secure space.
2. Always remove the show badge when you
leave, and don’t discuss your shopping needs or
purchases unless you’re in a secure space. Don’t
advertise what you’re doing to others around
you.
3. Be discrete. Don’t show cash or product,
and, if possible, don’t hand carry your purchases
home. It is safest to ship them or have the exhibitor ship them to you when they return from
the show.
4. If you have to carry goods, make sure they
are always in a secure, sturdy bag with a strong
strap and a closed top; never let the bag out of
your sight.
5. Hotel security. Always use the hotel safe!
Do not answer the door of your room unless
you are expecting the person on the other side.
Never hesitate to contact hotel security if you
feel uncomfortable.
6. If you are walking to your car and you notice
anything odd about your car, e.g., flat tire, broken glass, someone hanging around, walk away
and go to the nearest police officer at the show
or call 911. If you are driving and have a sudden
flat tire or car problems, keep driving and call
911.
7. Be aware of distractions. Do not be afraid
to be loud if someone is bothering you; speak
loudly and clearly to draw attention to your
situation.
8. If someone confronts you with a weapon,
give them what they want and get away.You can
always replace goods or money; your life is most
important.
And probably, most important:
9. Trust your instincts! They are almost always
right. Don’t hesitate to contact a police officer;
that’s what they are there for.
By Kami S. Swinney
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COLOR IS OUR SPECIALTY!
We carry the largest and finest collection
of Tanzanian Red Spinel, Red Imperial Topaz,
Mandarin Garnet and many other
stunning colored stones

Bellagem, Inc.
3259 Duluth HWY 120
Duluth, GA 30096
Tel: 770.622.5501 | Fax: 770.676.6588
Frank Circelli, GG
info@bellagem.com

AGTA TUCSON 2018
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W E L C O M E
F irm M embers
Avant Mining LLC
James Zigras
Jessieville, AR
Azurz
Azur McHugh
Portsmouth, RI
A ssoci ated I ndustry
P rofessionals
Diamondoodles
Hannah Becker
Wayne , PA
JLT Specialty USA
Paul Cohen
Irvine, CA

M anufacturing
M embers
L & U Designs, LLC
Lucine Dirtadian
Tucson, AZ
Tal’s Design
Tal Barkel
Scottsdale ,AZ
R etail M embers
AAN Ren Media
Brooke Hartman
Clearwater, FL
Natural Elements, Inc.
Tony Huynh
San Diego, CA
r2 Studios
Joleen Julis
Beverly Hills, CA
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S tudent M embers
Adrianne Sanogo
Philadelphia, PA
Gregg Rodgers
New York, NY
Jenifer Thai
Fountain Valley, CA
Steed Sutherland
Carlsbad, CA

Show Information: AGTA.org/tradeshows

AGTA Office: 800.972.1162 – info@agta.org
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